Introduction
Throughout this paper, (R, m) denotes a (noetherian) local ring R with maximal ideal m.
In [5] , Monsky and Washnitzer define weakly complete 7?-algebras with respect to m. In brief, an i?-algebra A^ is weakly complete if The weak completion of an TvNalgebra A is the smallest weakly complete subalgebra A* of A containing the image of A, A weakly complete algebra At" is called wcfg (weakly complete finitely generated) if there exists a finite collection of elements of A^ such that each element of A^ may be expressed as a power of series in these distinguished elements. The weak completion of a finitely generated 7?-algebra is a wcfg algebra.
In this paper we define in the obvious way the notion of a weak formal prescheme: namely a local ringed space {< §??, d7gf) is a weak formal prescheme if it is locally isomorphic to aίfine weak formal schemes; and an affine weak formal scheme is a local ringed space {gf, &&>) such that-for some wcfg i?-algebra Aΐ-the underlying topological space <%f is spec btedly Theorem D also admits such an extension). Our theorem (2.14) is proven in Lubkin's paper [7] by a somewhat different proof.
Weak Completions of Modules
Suppose A is a finitely generated TvN-algebra and M is a finite ^4-module. Proof A ιfl is a flat ^4-module (Lemma 2).
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that the presheaf M is a sheaf with trivial cohomology. It will be convenient to assume that A is the weak completion of a polynomial ring R [X lf , X n \ with R regular. In order to deduce the general case from this special one, choose a complete regular local ring (S, n) together with a surjection π: S-ΪR.
AS above, let A be any wcfg i?-algebra, and let B be the weak completion of S [X U , X n \ with n chosen so that we may extend π to a surjection π: B ~+A: If Y = Spec-^-, then XczY is closed. Viewing Mas a finite Z?-module, M induces a presheaf M on Y. Supp MaX; in fact the presheaf M on X when M is â -module is canonically isomorphic to M when M is considered an ^4-module via an isomorphism derived from the given homomorphism π: B->A Thus we may assume that A = B -R[X U , Xn¥, with R a complete local ring.
The proof that Mis a sheaf with trivial cohomology requires two steps. An intricate calculation shows that A is such a sheaf; induction on hd A M extends this result to M. The proof that A is a sheaf used the Cech cohomology. LEMMA 
Suppose X is a noetherian space and F is a presheaf on X. Then the zerό*th Cech cohomology functor on open subsets U of X: U-+H°{U, F)
is the sheaf associated to F.
(cf: [2] for a definition of Cech cohomology,)
Proof. 
Proof Select ^e-=r-so that Σ^fl'i = 1» 
0<J 0 < <i r <m
It is convenient to define C~ι(U, A) = C" 1 = B, and let δ: C~ι-+C° be the sum of the restriction homomorphisms B-±B U O^i^m. We must prove that the following in a long exact sequence: In the next section we study coherent sheaves over an affine wf scheme.
By Theorem 14, if M is a finite v4-module, M is a sheaf of finite type over
A.
Using the exactness of the functor M-+M and the fact that A is Noetherian we find that M is coherent. In particular A is coherent over itself; consequently the coherent A sheaves are just those sheaves which are locally of finite presentation (i.e. locally look like M for some finitely generated A-module M)
Coherent Sheaves
In the previous section, we proved that a wcfg algebra A and finite Amodule M give rise to an affine wf scheme and a coherent module with trivial cohomology on that scheme. In this section we will prove that every coherent sheaf over an affine wf scheme is generated by its global , aj n , -γ-9 -Γ -\ (for some constant c).
Also, (as in (2.11)), there exist elements r*e A O^i^rn, and polynomials P ti y of degree^3m;, O^z^m, ^l, such that ΣίPi.Λf, r)f{ = 1. As before, we denote P itj (f 9 r) by r ίl<7 . Now we have sufficient machinery to permit us to lift a section τeΓ(^f F/πF). Over each £7^, lift τ to a section of F,; call this section (# M /^), where 
Condition (4) is necessary for the inductive construction of the vectors (g).
Conditions (2) and (3), together with Lemma 1 guarantee that Σ^(
Condition (1) proves that these vectors represent a global
πF u this section is a lifting of τ.
s=0
The vectors (g Otί ) satisfy (1), (2), (3) and (4). Suppose we have construct-
We will construct (g htί ). 
where grί** is the « r th component of the vector (g htί ). Thus we have verified condition (2) by (a r ), (3) by (b'), and (4) by (c'). To verify (1), we will prove that:
Let C = 3m(c2 Λ+2 + N2 h ). We arrive at this equation via: Thus the sets L(a, ft) have the following properties:
, and if τe5 is a finite polynomial of degree n, then
There exists a constant C satisfying the following condition for all i: if f(={^F-\-K)f)L{c, d) and d is sufficiently large, then there exists gG^FΠLic+iC, d) with f = gmodK.
Proof Since M is 7?-flat, we have an exact sequence over -=p Let k u , k t be a good basis for K, in the sense of (14). (This means the following: If we define dg* f = max^ f t for /= (f l9 , /JeF, there exists a constant / such that every ίc^K may be expressed as a sum
The set {^} spans X over ^ by Nakayama's Lemma. Suppose, for every i, ki<EL (a,b) . In particular, then dg ki^ a for each i. For the constant C required in the Lemma, we shall take C = a + / and we shall prove that d is sufficiently large when d^b.
To prove that this constant C satisfies the lemma, we use induction i. Now we can prove Lemma 1. In the case that M is i?-flat, Lemma 1 is a special case of Proposition 5. That is, for each i^O, the polynomials (Pi t j{x), , P t ,j(x)) from Lemma 1 form a vector # 7 in .F which is an element of L(c, c). Moreover, by the hypothese of Lemma 1, the image of
If Λf is not flat over R, let T be the i?-torsion submodule of M viewed as an ^4-module. Define N by the exact sequence:
iV is i?-flat, and so the image of ΣtΣΛ.jft) converges in N. Since A is noetherian and T is finite type over A, there is a constant e such that τr 
Weak Formal Preschemes
Affine formal schemes can be patched together in much the same manner as affine algebraic schemes. The most interesting such construction is an analogue of projective space, which we will study in the next section. This introductory section contains elementary definitions and the construction of the weak completion of a finite type prescheme. The operation of weak completion will provide us with our best examples of weak formal preschemes. Suppose that {SI? > έ?gf) is an ivNprescheme of finite type and F is a coherent ^7^-module. tfg? and F can be weakly completed to a wf prescheme and a coherent sheaf of modules over this wf prescheme. The operation of weak completion will be defined as an extension of the operation of weak completion for /^-algebras and their modules. Remark. Henceforth, we shall use Ft to denote the weak completion of F on ^t and z*Ft to denote Ft extended by zero to £f.
Since gf^ is closed in JT, there is a natural map H\Mf, F)-*&{£?, i*Fη-+H^J^^Fη. The second homomorphism of this sequence is bijective.
The Comparison Theorem
Throughout this section, (^, <?&>) will be Proj R [X θ9 , X m \ and F will be a coherent ^^-module. (^? t , ^^) and Ft are then the weak completions of (£?, <?&>) and F respectively (cf. §4). We will prove that the natural map F-> Ft induces a cohomology isomorphism
The first two theorems of this section are special cases of this cohomology isomorphism. 
φ :H'(^f, <7(n))^H
In addition, the following diagram commutes:
where the vertical arrows are the usual natural transformations from simplicial cohomology to sheaf cohomology, and the bottom arrow is the homomorphism induced by weak completion.
LEMMA 2. ψ is bijectiυe.
The proof of Lemma 2 will be given at the end of this section. THEOREM 
The homomorphism H\gf, έ?(τή) -> {H\g?\ &W) induced by weak completion is bijective.
Proof. Leray's Theorem (2, II. 5.4.1) and (2.14) prove that the natural transformations from H'{<2/, έ?(ή)) (resp. H\^/\ <?W)) to H'(X, έ?(n)) (resp. H' J??i, έ7{ri)ϊ)) are bijective. Thus Lemma 2, together with the diagram (^4) establish the desired result. Now we are ready to prove our main theorem.
THEOREM 4 (THE COMPARISON THEOREM). The natural map H'(< §??, F)-+H' F^) induced by weak completion is an isomorphism.
Proof. Construct an exact sequence of sheaves such that G is a finite direct sum of sheaves έ?{n a ), n a^Z (3, II. 2.7.9). From this exact sequence, derive a commutative diagram with exact rows:
\ f W)->
For i>m 9 
.,< r , &*&>).
In either the algebraic or the weakly complete case, the boundary map d : C" 1 -> C° is the sum of the inclusion maps of C~r into each component of LEMMA 6. Z^ί S = -γ> B = -^-r-, β?zrf F = ^ \J . Suppose for some integer r, <76C r (^, F) ΰ β coboundary such that: Suppose now that σGC(^, F), r>0, is as given in the statement of the lemma. ThenglV) is defined, and-by (5) and (6) (1) and (2) above, and (3) 9 which we write as έ? m (n). Suppose the theorem is true whenever m=0 or n = 0. ^ = P m {A)iDP m -1 {A) for some imbedding, and this imbedding leads to an exact sequence of sheaves on X:
Thus we have a commutative diagram 
Proof A close examination of the proof of Lemma 6 shows that, if K r+1 (X ι ) are taken to be free modules over D, then the T-degree of the cochain bounding the given coboundary σ which is constructed there may be con-trolled as required. Thus (7). Statements (4), (5) and (6) Lemma C permits us to construct τ q satisfying (11) as well as (8), (9) , and (10). ΣJτ g = τ is the desired cochain bounding σ; (9), (10), and (11) prove that the sum converges, and (8) shows that it bounds σ. Theorem A is a direct consequence of Theorem B and Chow's Lemma. (The basic argument going from Theorem B to Theorem A was shown to me be S. Lubkin.) Since Theorm A is local on Y, we may assume that Y = Spec A, where A is a finitely generated i?-algebra. In this case, it suffices to prove that if F is a coherent sheaf of ^^-modules, then the natural homomorphism:
is a noetherian scheme proper over Spec A. Let K be the category of coherent ^jr-modules on £?, and let K f be the subcategory of coherent^f -modules satisfying (1). It is easy to see that K! is an exact subcategory of K, and that if F is an object of K r and if F r is a direct summand of F, Replacing Jgf by a closed subscheme of <%? which contains the point x, we may assume that <%f is integral and irreducible. By Chow's Lemma, choose a scheme Z and a morphism g : z -> <^ such that # is surjective and protective, and / o g z -• Spec A is also projective. By (3 : III. 3. 2.1), for n sufficiently large, the coherent sheaf of ^^-modules, F = g*{£?z{n)), does not vanish at the point x; and the higher derived images of # z {ri) vanish on £f : i.e., R p g*(έ? z {ή)) = 0, all p > 0.
Since A* is a flat ^4-modules, we have a spectral sequence:
(The Leray spectral sequence for the morphism # tensored with A^ over ^4).
Since R q g*(^z(n)) = 0 for # > 0, this spectral sequence degenerates to natural isomorphisms:
Since the morphism g is projective, Theorem B implies that the derived images of the sheaf ^(^) f via the morphism #t : χ\ _> ^g^t o f wf schemes may be described as follows:
Thus R g g t {^z(n) 1^) = 0 if ^>0, and the Leray spectral sequence for gi : Z 1 " degenerates into natural isomorphisms
Combining (2), (3) and (4), we have that the natural homomorphism
is bijective all p > 0. This establishes (1) for the particular sheaf F and thus proves (1) in general.
The Existence Theorem
Throughout this section {R 9 π) is a complete discrete valuation ring.
Our purpose is this section is to prove that every coherent module on (P*)ΐ is the weak completion of a unique coherent module on P£. We shall begin with a lemma about cochain complexes over P\, where A; is a N' satisfies the sublemma.
Proof of the lemma. The lemma holds for F = d7{n') for any n r ^ 0 and all r<n by (5.6). In fact, by that lemma, we may choose N=0 for the 'natural 5 
basis of &(n f ).
Consequently, we may choose a free basis T = {Tψ 9 , T ( J } } of Γ(ί/( t ), F o ) satisfying the lemma for r < n. By the sub-lemma, it suffices to prove the lemma when ψ is the image of T in C(^9 F). We will prove the lemma by induction on r. If r = 0, let seC w (^,F).
We may pull a back to SeO(<gΛ Suppose seC^^, F) is a cocycle. We may express 5 as an infinite sum:
=
with dg φ Si^c{i + ϊ) for some constant c. To prove the lemma, we will construct a coboundary for 5. Suppose we have constructed cochains t u *^0, and u it /^>0, satisfying the following three conditions: 
00
(1) and (2) Proof The endomorphism "multiplication by TΓ" from F to itself is injective since F is torsion free over R. Thus we have an exact sequence of coherent sheaves on By Lemma 2, Ή^M?, F) = 0, so the natural homomorphism (1) is surjective.
If F is coherent sheaf of ^^-moule, <g? = PP 9 then we define the "twistings" of F, F{m) 9 If F is not torsion free, let T be the torsion submodule of F : i.e. T is the sheaf associated to the presheaf ί/-^-> (/^-torsion elements of Γ (U, F) ) for each open subset U of ^f \ T is a coherent sheaf of ^^-modules, and for some integer N π N T=0.
{Proof The problem is local, so we may assume that SI? is affine; i.e. we may assume that g? = Spf B for some wcfg algebra B, and thus (3. We claim also that T = M f , which will complete the proof of our assertion.
It is equivalent to prove that the sheaf Q = (MjM r )~ associated to the quotient module M\M f is torsion free over R. Assuming that B is the weak completion of a polynomial ring, we have that for each principal open subset U = g?f of gf, Γ(U, <?g?) = B [f} is torsion free over R. Therefore Γ(U, Q) = MjM r ® B B {f} is torsion free over R, and so, for each point x^^f the stalk of Q at x, Q x , is torsion free over R, (it is the direct limit of torsion free modules.) Therefore Q is torsion free over R.)
Let Q be the quotient sheaf FjT. Q is a coherent sheaf of ^^-modules, and Q is torsion free over R, Thus, for all sufficiently large integers m, Proof. First we will show that this functor is fully faithful, and then we will prove that every Pt-module is the weak completion of a P-module.
If F and G are P-modules, we must show that Horn (F, G) -Horn (F* 9 Gt). Since Horn {F, G) = Γ{P, ^^ (F, G)) and Horn (Ft, Gt) = Γ(Pt, ^,^ (Ft, Gt)), by (5.4) it suffices to prove that β^™ (F, G)t = J^^ (Ft, Gt). To establish this last equality, we need only check the affine analogue. Let A be a finitely generated ivNalgebra, and M, N be two finite A modules. We will prove that Hom^(M, JV)t = Hom^fMt, W). Let F^Fo-^M-^O be a finite presentation of M by free Λ-modules. We have a commutative diagram with exact rows. It remains to prove only that every coherent module G over Pt is the weak completion of a coherent P-module. First we will show that there exist locally free Pt-mo dules: )*, and F x = so that G may be finitely presented:
Select an integer N' so large for N^N', G(N) is generated by its global section (Proposition 4). Thus G is the image of a locally free sheaf F o as required. Since ^Pt is coherent over itself, F o is coherent, the kernel of the chosen projection F 0 ->G is also coherent, and by the foregoing argument this kernel is the image of a locally free sheaf F u as required.
Let 
